
Questions for Small Groups & Final Session 
Below are some questions that may help guide discussion in our small groups and our concluding session. 
Please feel free to add other questions you think are important. 
SMALL GROUP TASKS: (1) Moderator, (2) Scribe (flip chart & pens), (3) Note Taker,(4)  Reporter 

A. Ballot Records & Operational Issues 
1. From the standpoint of an elections office, what methods seem most promising for identifying, filing and 
retrieving individual ballots or small batches of individual paper ballots for auditing? (e.g., adding small batch 
suffixes to individual precinct ID’s? supplementary scanning and filing ala Clear Ballot? others?)  

2. What methods might facilitate hand tallies of ballot records that are part of one or more VVPAT paper rolls? 

3. What are primary operational barriers to implementation of small batch or single ballot methods 

B. Data Plumbing & Results Reporting 
 1. Is it possible to conduct efficient, effective small batch or single-ballot audits using currently deployed 
voting systems (including vote tabulation systems,  election management systems,  precinct based and central 
count op scan hardware, and DRE devices)? If not, what additional data do those systems need to provide?   
 
2. For each type of system (and vendor variants), what constitutes a "data record"?. i.e., what kind of "object" 
does each system hang its attributes on?  For DRE’s and some modern opscan devices, for example, they might 
be cast vote records (CVRs). For older opscan equipment, data records may be something like machine ID, 
ballot-type, precinct, precinct-part, and contest -- which a database person would think of as foreign keys, with 
individual choices for each contest as attribute values.  
 
Does the following nested set of elements or attributes adequately characterize summaries from older precinct 
op-scan systems as well as Cast Vote Records from individual ballots? (create table for CVR, PCOS, etc.) 
Ballot ID (cast vote records only) 
Originating Machine   
Ballot Style 
   Precinct 
   Precinct Part  
     Contest  
        Choice  
              Yes  
               No  
               Jones , Smith  
               [write-in]  
               Undervote (too few choices) 
               Overvote (too many choices) 
               Blank  
               Invalid (other than blank, overvote, or undervote) 
 
3. Can ballot definition components be characterized in a standard representation such as EML? 
Which components are necessary to facilitate small batch and individual ballot audit methods? 
 
4. Some auditing experts have suggested that we might avoid problems associated with translating current vote 
tabulation system export formats by allowing election officials to make a copy of the underlying SQL database, 
and providing them with the database dictionary and password to decrypt the database so they could use SQL to 
get data directly from the database. What barriers, if any, might there be to this approach? 



C. Single Ballot Methods and Privacy Issues 
1. What methods can be employed to protect ballot confidentiality at the same time as using very small batches 
of ballots, ballot records, or even individual ballots for audits? 
 
2. Should we try to change laws that prohibit ID’s that link cast vote records to individual paper ballot records 
in order to protect ballot confidentiality? 
 
3. The Humboldt County ballot transparency project and Leon County experiment have implemented variant 
versions of the kind of machine-assisted vote tabulation auditing proposed in the paper by Calandrino et al. 
What additional steps might be required to assure that the machine-assisted results have a high likelihood of 
representing the actual ballots cast by voters? (e.g., compare a random sample of a few hundred paper ballots 
with their corresponding ballot images in order to validate that the images match the ballots). 

D. Other Questions  
1. In an ideal world, what specific data, paper records, and record filing procedures are needed to conduct 
efficient, effective vote tabulation audits? 
 
2. What kind of common data format (e.g., US localization of EML) for vote tabulation and ballot definition 
data would be agreeable to vendors as well as election officials and auditing experts? 

E. Possible Consensus Points  
1. Auditing hardware and software should be completely independent of election systems software. 
 
2. Single-ballot auditing techniques require hand counting the minimum number of ballot records in order to 
confirm an election outcome with a maximum specified level of risk.  
 
3. Independent scanning, ballot interpretation, and tabulation of individual paper ballots can help address chain 
of custody   

F. Remaining Challenges 
1. Do we need to treat touchscreen DRE's with VVPAT paper rolls and individual electronic cast vote records 
differently from other sampled audit units and tabulated results? If so, what sample design woud be required? 
 
2. Do we need a fundamentally different certification regime based on input/output rather than code review? 
 
3. What other things require further research and/or systems development and/or changes? 

G. Where Do We Go From Here? 
1. What methods should we try for the California risk-llimiting audit experiments? 
 
2. Create table of states with whether ID’s matching CVR’s are required, prohibited, or not specified? 
 
3. Estimate costs and cost savings for new auditing methods and systems? 
 
4. Develop standard EML representation for ballot definition? as part of P1622 effort with NIST? 
 
 


